The following is a non-exhaustive list of Western Digital Trademarks under the HGST brand with the appropriate mark symbols under U.S. law. Western Digital’s trademark rights may differ in other countries. Appropriate mark symbols should be used in accordance with the trademark laws of the relevant country.

7stac™
Activescale™
ArcticFlow™
Bitspread®
BitDynamics™
Cellcare®
CinemaStar®
Deskstar®
EasiScale™
Endurastar®
Enhanceio®
Fabrik®
Flashmax®
Helioseal®
HGST™
IsoVibe™
MegaScale™
Powersafe®
SimpleDrive®
Simplicity at Scale®
Stec®
Touro®
Travelstar®
Ultrastar®
Velobit®
VFAS®
Zeus IOPS®
Zeusram®